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From time to time, the Woodworkers Guild of Georgia (the Guild) may find it beneficial to share 
Guild information with other woodworking guilds (or outside groups).  This document provides 
general guidance for what aspects should be considered when deciding if it is appropriate to 
share specific information.

Benefits of membership
Generally, receiving some elements of Guild information is a benefit of membership 
(“restricted”) and therefore, available only to Guild members.  These include items such as (this 
will be periodically revised as needed):

•Membership information and lists (Directory)
•Monthly meeting videos
• Library videos
• Information in website Forums, shop tours, and scholarship articles

Broadcast information
Other Guild information is beneficial to distribute widely to encourage membership or 
participation in Guild activities.  These include the following:

•Guild information brochures
•Monthly newsletters
• Information on the Guild website accessible to non-members
• Special events, often fee based, where participation of non-members is desired

Guidance 
In considering whether to share information with other woodworking guilds or the public, the 
following should be considered:

• Is the information considered a benefit of membership (i.e., “restricted”)?  
If so, Board of Directors (Board) approval for sharing such information must be obtained
and the decision documented in the Board Meeting Minutes.

• Is the information to be shared for the purpose of soliciting non-member participation in 
a restricted Guild activity? 
If so, this should be approved by the Board when the activity is approved, and the 
decision documented in the Board minutes.

• Is the restricted information to be shared with another guild in reciprocation for similar 
information, such as monthly program videos?  
If so, unless otherwise directed by the Board, the restricted information should be 
similarly restricted to access only by the recipient guild members.  Such an arrangement
should be approved by the Board, documented in the Board minutes, and confirmed by 
documentation exchanged with the recipient guild.
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